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PREFACE
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Department of Labor and completed under a fellowship from
funds provided to the Human Resources Institute, University of
Utah under an institutional grant from the Office of Research and
Development. The complete responsibility for the findings and
conclusions, of course, rest with the author
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Chapter I

INTRODUCIION

The United States Employment. Service (USTES) has been
searching for some method of providing comprehensive service to
the American public since its creation by the Wagner Peyser Act of

1933 Traditionally, it operated as a labor exchange mechanism
with primary service provided to employers acid peripheral service
given to applicants In loose labor markets, its task was very diffi
cult, in tIght labor markets it was relatively easy. In other words,
when jobs were plentiful, but applicants were scarce, it was cliff'
cult to provide suitable workers Similarly, wh. n jobs were rela
tively scarce and workers were plentiful, the USTES could supply
an adequate number of workers to employers What was appdr
ently needed was a reorientation of the USTES away from
employers and toward enplicants This shift began in the eddy
1960's when the UST ES absorbed the responsibrIrty of admmis
terclg several major manpower programs The emphasis continu, d

changing throughout the 1960's until there \vas virtually an
employer revolt In 1909 and 1970 What became most objec
tionable to employers was not the shift from employer to
applicant emphasis, but the shift to "disadvantaged- or H RD
(Human Resource Development) applicants

A major lesson has been learned There are two sides to the
labor market, each with its unique needs and desires The USTES,
fir arn, other employment agency for that matter, must serve both
sides if it is to be successful In addition it must be the type of
service that appeals to the full spectrum of clients on both sides It

only low skilled, relatively undesirable job openings are si,ven to
the USTES the applicants lookIng for higher level ohs will be
c.lienated larly if the USTES will only refer or jive strong
prefPrc,nco to HRD referrals, many f.mployrs mil gravitate
from this service

This lesson which should have been obvious was leaf ried
painful and probably detrimental way by the US (ES Efforts, are
being made to restore the employer and applicant clients that were
luct in the middle and late 1960's It will be an uphill struggle'
because of the rapid Influx of private competitors and because of
the skepticism many clients hold toward this public agency Many
now feel that their fears were borne out by the al f !vales in recent



years arid it will require a considerable conditioning period to
regain their confidence.. Some improvement in the statistics will
arise becbuse of the current legislation requiring federal con
tractors to list job oPenings with the USTES. However this will be
short-lived and it is not the type of 'cooperation" the USTES
needs for achievement of their long run goals. They must begin the
process of developing confidence in both client groups by
providing high quality and rapid service,

For the last half decade a device has been under development
that car notentialiy assist in providing the required type of service
This sou-1y will examine this device in historical perspective,
current status, and future implications. It is a highly complex and
expensive system. There are high hopes that it will develop in such
a manner as to change the image of the USTES and allow it to
become a significant contributor to labor market adjustment and
thus allow the extra cost of the system to be justified. Preliminary
indications are that changes have occurred and will continue to
occur,, but whether or not it will become an effective mechanism is
strongly debated The general term for these systems is

"computer assisted placement mechanisms" and they are dichoto-
mized into two basic categories- -job banks and computerized
job-matching systems Each system is unique in terms of opera
tion but both have a common objective provide all clients with
comprehensive, rapid, and unbiased service Each has many addi-
tional goals and objectives as well,, but these will be left for later
discussion

Thp material is organized in the following manner. Chapter II
outlines the two Hajor concepts with a brief overview of each
system A preliminary examination of the current status of the
two concepts follows this discussion. Chapter II! analyzes the
basic, conceptual strengths and weaknesses of the systems. Follow-
ing this analysis is operational data and cost comparisons pertain
ing to Om, systems

Chapter IV presents d number of critical issues concerning
cumputf r assisted Placement A siinilar discussion outlines some of
the more general is',ues involving the Employment Service as an
opeuting entity Based on this discussion, the direction of actual
and needed change is outlined Chapter V provides an overview of
the current state of the act followed by a summary statement and
a Serif'S of recommendations

2



It might be noted at this point that the concept and systems
under cony deration are vtry complex, They are automated
systems that product a vast di ray of data applicable to their opera
ton i Raw data may he obtained by contacting the Human
Resources Institute, University of Utah or the author,'



Chapter II

COMPUTER- ASSISTED PLACEM-
TWO MAJOR CONCEPTS

In 1961, the Bureau of Employmer Security (BES) estab-
lished two pioneering systems that were to utilize computers in
the operation of day-to-day local office operations The systems
were called Labor Inventory Communicatinnc Systems (LINCS)
and one was established on each coast They were appropriately
called LINCS-East and LINCS-West Unfortunately, interest,
money, and expertise were inadequate to sustain these systems
LINCS -East (connecting New York City, Baltimore,, and
Washington, D.0 ) floundered immediately and never successfully
provided any service to the participating cities. LINCS-W'st
(connecting Utah, California, Texas, and Arizona) managed to
make some headway in the sense of remaining viable These

systems were little more than interstate clearance mechanisms and
they moved more expensive and time consuming t.lI an the original
manual system Therefore, Utah, Texas and Arizona withdrew
from the LINCS-West experiment after two years However,
California refused to let LiNCS -West dissolve They established
an ,nternal clearance network and thereby maintained and (level
oped a cadre of computer experts These individuals became the
nucleus upon which the "new" LINCS was built in the late 1960's

The frustrations of the two LINCS projects resulted in a
tempoiary lapse in development ')f a computerized placement
syqem. The BES initiated a norr.oer of task forces to study what
ha{' happened and to give new direction to developmental activity.
The Sloan School of Management at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology hosted a national conference- on computer assisted
placement systems in both the public and private sectors. The
Interstate Conference, of Employment Security Agencies (ICESA)
convened several ad hoc committees to study the problem and set
forth recommendations. As a consequence of activities of this
type, the BES decided to approach the problem with renewed
effort Most individuals involved f,,It that computer assisted place
ment could become feasible both technologically and opera
tionally. A significant number of experiments in the private sector
had shown modest success and national administrators began the
arduous task of setting up a public s, )tern.

9
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At the outset it ,:as recognized that the complexity of the
task would or could overwhelm the capability of any one state..
Therefore, it was CIPCRIt'd that the computerization effort would
he divided up and given to several states Also, the BEG wanted as
much state involvement as possible because of the tacit recogni
tion that the federal administration did not possess the expertise
to do the whole job The task was divided into three components
11 an automated cost accounting system, 2) the lob matching
component, and 3) the Local OftIce On line Payments System
(LOOPS) for Unemployment Insurance and a migrant labor clear-
ance S\,Steril

In that tf e resulting system:, wire to have national apphra
hility, it was felt that states of all sizes should he represented
Florida, a Mid, m slit% tate, was SHiTtf'd to develop the auto
mated cost accounting system Utah, a small state, was given the
assigniniqit of developing the computerized job matching system.
Michigan, a large state, was assigned the tas«, of developing the
LOOPS and migrant worker clearance systems Each of these
states were designated -model states- for purposes of the total
effort The implicit assumption was that these states would be the
models upon which other states could pattern their systems There
was considerable optimism flowing throughout the, federal and
state administrations concerning the feasibility of exporting the
various systems to other states Dates were set fur exportation,,
and deadlines for fmal completion and testing of the systems were
established

Since, this study deals with only the job matching cool
ponent, only cursory r view of the other two segments is needed
Florida was unable to develop an operational cost accounting

stem becaus' of the lack of 'uteri st by the state administration
This effort floundered and Florida was withdrawn as a riln(101
state Michigan did prndyr,e an operational migrant farm labor
clearance, mechanism Ho vever, the LOOPS failed to mach an
effective operate, al level and subsequently stagnated Much was
learned ei both experiments and of most importance was the real'
/Joon that ull support of fedora! and state adtrunistrators is
needed and than the tasks are extremely complex

The tate assignments wore made in early 1967 In
1968, V,iisconsin itered the developmenirena with a somewhat
new ai,prJach to the inatching concept Concurrently, California

10



began a renewed effort to re\,c,n the L INCS with all expanded
descriptor system In 1969, New York initiated a fourth matching
conceot The development progresed On each system with con
untied federal pressure to produce an operation,,I system suitable'
for export Enthusiasm ran high, but persistent developmental
problems plagued the total effort Indecision about the appro
prate descriptor system and search strategy complicated the
decision making process Some liked Utah's DOT system while
others favored a key word concept A final selection was needed
but too many unanswered questions remained for a final decision

In '968, the Baltimore Employment Service devised a seem
ingly innocent and relatively simple de,ice for keeping track of job
orders Under heavy pressure from local busuiessrnen to reduce the
number of public agencies soliciting job orders, the Baltimore
Employment Service developed the job bank This system was
essentially an automated job order file in which all new lob orders
were enterAi and filled or cancelled orders were eliminated It was
an open and complete file for all pc,rticipating public agencies to
use, It inJuded all job orders submitted to public agencies and it
4L as k to date Everyone had equal access to the job bank book
and it reduced the mass daphc,tion of effort in the job order
solicitation process

The job bank concept immediately caught the eye of federal
and stilt' administrators It was found appealing for several
reasons 1) it was relatively inexpensive because of the possibility
of time sharing, batch processing, and or limited computer
usage, 2) it could be installed relatively quickly (three to tour
months), 3) it apparently caused minimal internal disruption and,
4) mayor- and governors needed 'something- to show their
constituents

Preliminary indications showed that the juo bank could hay(
Li significant myact on local office placement activity The match
mg systems were hard pressed to come up with similar results In
addition, it was recogni7ed that the matching concept was mot-e
complicated than initially assumed and that exportation was not
feasible Therefore, the USTES began the rapid expansion of job
banks throughout the countr / There was only one job bank in
1968 Eight were started in 1969 Fifty were installed in '970 and
47 became' onerational in 1971 Three bPcanw ''state wide"
,,ysterns two were designated "county srstPrns, anti Washington



Obtained d 'rural lob kirk In tOtal tHP' it 10f3 jut, and
four job matching SyStrImS in onr,fation Tfi,s atiold as -are, as
the klaripovi'r Administration f, It "'!.(1 .

511)11 wail be vory

The Characteristics of Jon Matching and the Job Bank Concept

There' are many operational (I ree, th two cLinents,
but two pro-Ilan, dif ferentr s exist First, the !oh matt. twig s,,sten''
attempts to assign r haracteristir s attributes to th,,' upplit ant and
job order dud then ot,tain us ( lost, a itt h" us poSSIbir, Thr fob
bunk does not attermit to make db initial seleeniny Set.k),1(1

lot) bank simply orgaraids in( onang jib orders Iiminates tulle); or
rancrilled orders, and procruces a document ,sith the
unfilled orders displayed in d prescribed format Three methods of
display arr currently used, I r' , a pit) balk book MICrObibl, abd
microfiche. The' matching sstems organce orb orders and appli
cant records and) have the crtiabilit., of selec te niore in
rocnonse' to (i query

Thesi, ts\o Littributes immediate: , Pniet nut the vast dif'.
On«, in the complex It', of the t.s.,,o l oncepts One sir, 1,11 rec ekes

(fits,, and displays The cotier performs Similar 1,irlt
)ions, but iii addItIC11 dttiqlrits to Si reel' the rrrsptrtflo files against
one another to obtain a Ito Iwiloary r7,atch Thi latter function
involves the' di scragor system and sear( h strateg components and
is the aspect of the systems that has COMP under heavy c riticism
Jot) matching quick Iv moves he, and th, relatiady simple task uf
huilding files and into the realm of 'hit r';atmutlatIon As h of
OW tour syStr'nIS and the jot) bank mill eit'S(Jibtl
in 'ii operational detail the Ildlt bbt , of Ow matt tt
tI r,',,sttqns ,4,111 twtornt" ifTharr"ll

ttrrtiltultrul from l'icirdi,1,,,t td
Iniplytafit ti) p()Irlt not I Idifillr of additional 1..0,1(.11011d1

and operational differen,es bi twer- the two c one i frluSt ti
r. membered, of course, that the fia mat( hung systems are' not
identical ca)riceptuall operational; liowe,,a,r, their smilarities
far utatv-iiiigh Owl,- f fi ri part:c ularl, V01,- r. f ()IiindrtH thf

pit) thir4

The= first dif tf-11" ,),1( ttO MAIf lid tit ,i( iitglied by
the c ompirter ,isiosted s,,tt.tti



users gain access to or utilize information in the data bank? There
are two methods, r e on-line access and off-line access. The
former permits the internal users to submit queries to the data
bank on an instant input-instant output basis. They are able to
gain access to the respective files on a real-time basis by utilizing a
remote terminal located in the local office. Off-line access, fre
quently called "batch processing," 16 simply a method of
computer usage that utilizes standard programs to process large
amounts of data that has been accumulated or "batched" during
the working day. At a specified time, all of this data is processed
and the required output is obtained. The internal users do not
have direct access to this information except at speciiitd time
intervals (after each batch run).

The significance of file access may not be readily apparent A
more in depth explanation of how it is used will make the differ
ence dear. The job banks and one matching system (LINCS) rely
upon the batch processing method of file access. Job banks gener

ly use one access each day, the LINCS system uses several There
is a significant difference in how each uses it also, but this must
wait for the subsequent discussion..

In effect, job orders flow into the central order taking unit of
the job bank throughout the course of the work day. They are
edited, verified, and coded, Simultaneously, local office placement
interviewers are filling and cancelling job orders that were in the
system from the previous day. Mere are also cases in which errors
are corrected or other changes made in the existing job orders. All
of this input is accumulated and key punched. No action is taken
on it during regular business hours. Rather, it is typically sent to a
computer facility outside the job bank area for processinc. The
computer center Processes the "batch" of data and provides the
required output documents. These are distributed to the pre-
scribed cooperating users and will become the basic information
source for the next day'S operation, Each internal user has a
complete, updated accuratk listing of all job orders that have been
submitted to the ioh bank

LINCS operates in the hatch mode, but it is different than
lob bank activities in several ways. First, LINCS uses the batch
mode several times each day They have sr cified a six-hour turna-
round time (time required between initial input and subsequent.
output) that permits them to give same day service to their clients.

9
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Second, the computer data base consists of both an applicant file
and a lob order file Job banks have only the latter. Third, LINCS
attempts to match the characteristic of each file against the other.
The output from this process is a listing of suitable jobs for an
applicant or a list of applicants potentially referrable to a specific
Job order. In addition, LINCS updates their files in response to
change notices resulting from placements, cancelled orders, errors,
etc

Actually, all systems at least partially, use the batch mode,
but thi are significant differences in how they utilize thep
comput . This process is relatively inexpensive,: slow, and highly
structured For example, Utah's Computerised Job-Matching
System ICJM), uses the batch mode to update their files when the
number to select is very large, to facilitate their "complex search,"
etc. The batch process is used generally when it is not necessary to
give instant response to a user's query.

The batch process is one way of doing the job, but it has
obvious shortcomings The most significant limitation is that it
generally requires the client to make more than one contact with
the local office The USTES has attempted to make the placement
process function in such a way as to provide one-stop service to its
clients. In other words, on the first local office contact the client
would be provided with as much information as is currently avail-
able The employer would know what applicants were available
and the applicant would know what jobs were available. If addi-
tional assistance was needed i.e., counseling, training, testing, etc.
more than one contact may be necessary. However, for the
Job ready applicant and the employer with a current Job opening,
a primary goal was to provide instant and complete service.

This is where the second mode of access enters the picture
The remaining three matching systems have the capability of
searching the appropriate file on behalf of a client when the client
is in the local office or is on the telephone. The applicant's charac-
teristics or the Job order requirements are taken on the initial
contact. These elements are fed directly into the central processor
via a remote terminal in the local office An on-line search is made
as requested and the results of that search are instantly
transmitted back to the interviewer. The interviewer can then
respond to the client in the appropriate manner. The entire
process may take several seconds or at most several minutes

10 4



This salient feature greatly increases the complexity of the
operation, requires continued access to a central processor, and
requires a relatively large data storage mechanism. Whether or not
on-line matching is a necessary feature of a successful system is
not clear. It may be necessary for certain types of applicants and
particular types of jobs. But, as LINCS appears to demonstrate, a
functional matching operation can exist without on-line access.
This issue will be discussed again in Chapter 4.

A second fundamental difference between the two concepts
was alluded to previously.- In the job-matching process, a

descriptor system and search strategy are needed. The job bank
only requires an organization scheme. The matching systems must
go beyond the task of organizing their files and address questions
such as "How should applicants and job orders be described?
"Should they use the DOT code, key words, a weighting scheme,
build characteristic profiles, etc.? " Equally as complex and
controversial ''How ski Id they go about searching for particular
job orders or applicants? '" "Who should get preference, how
should ties be broken, how long should d record remain in the
active file, etc.? As will be seen later, the matching systems are
deeply concerned with these questions and to date there is little
agreement on the proper combination.

A third difference involves the complexity of the physical
hardware and programming needed for successful operation. A
matching system can exist without an in-house computer, but as
the New York Area Manpower Data System has demonstrated, a
number of coordination problems are likely to arise. It is generally
felt that the matching systems should have full time access to a
central processor and all of the peripheral hardware. On the other
hand, the job banks can exist easily on a time sharing arrangement.
In fact, it would be a gross waste of computer facilities to restrict
its use to producing only the output needed in the job bank opera-
tion Most job banks only require t,vo or three hours of computer
time each day This would scarcely be enough to justify an
in-house system.

As should be obvious the number and complexity of
computer programs is much greater in the matching systems. The
myriad problems encountered in developing the four matching
systems clearly demonstrate-) the programming and systems
analysis complexities Job bank programs are relatively sirnple and

11



have been standardized in the E. F. Shelly Corporation's plan
entitled USTES Standardized Job Bank Systeni

These are the principal differences in the two basic concepts
There are also many differences between the matching systems
particularly in terms of internal operation. While these differences
are extremely important, the basic conceptual similarities should
be carefully noted.

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Two Concepts

The two basic concepts have a common basis for existing,
e to facilitate the placement process. However, each attempts to

accomplish its objectives in different ways. With the outline of
system characteristics in the previous section, it can easily be seen
that the scope of activity and the intensity of involvement is vastly
different. These factors lead to the identification of the strengths
and weaknesses of the two concepts.

Looking at the job bank tirst, its single most prominent
strength is simplicity. This attribute exists both conceptually and
operatir,,Ily. Some of the specific automated processes may be
relatively complex, but from the standpoint of internal and
external users it is very simple. On the other hand, one of the most
frustrating characteristics of the matching systems has been their
complexity, l he primary reason for the added complexity is that
the computer is actually being used in the internal placement
process In other words, it is becoming an integral part of the
mechanics of placement. The basic concept of matching is not
particularly overwhelming, but the operational features of the
system tax internal personnel from the highest administrative level
to the local office interviewer's desk. In a sense, the computer
monitors, evaluates, and responds to everything that impinges on
the system. therefore, everyone must have a working knowledge
of what happens internally in response to a particular activity. In
ocher words, they must understand what the system will accept
and reject, how it will respond to queries and what it can be
expected to do., Under the job bank, there is virtually no direct
contact with the computer

Second, while- much can be said for simplicity, the problem
under attack is very complex If all that is wanted is some device

12
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to provide a certral storage and delivery of information function,
the job bank type system may be adequate. However, if the data
must be processed or manipulated in varying ways depending on
the needs of the client, the job bank is not enough. Input, organ'
zat,on, and output of data is a simple process. Retaining this data
in the system and subjecting it to various types of queries is a
vastly more complex process.

This, of course, is the basic strength of the matching systems.
They provide not only a data bank but also are capable of
searching that information for a particular type of client or job
opportunity. This requires the development of complex file organ-
ization and the requisite search routines. It also necessitates the
development of descriptor elements in addition to the basic organ-
ization format.

Third, the matching systems permit instantaneous and
repeated use of all internal data elements. The records can be
changed immediately in response to observed errors, additional
information, or the results of some activity, i e., referral,
placement, etc. The job bank utilizes a central control unit to
control the status of open job orders but changes must wait for
the daily update and reorganization run. This is not to say
however that all of the matching systems use on-line updating. On
the contrary, they have the capability (LINCS does not), but they
may or may not use it. Only Wisconsin's ESOPS uses it on a
continual basis.

A fourth strength or advantage the matching systems possess
or can possess is the capability of monitoring the progress job
orders or clients make in the system. In other words, if a particular
sequence of activities is not performed within a specified time
interval, d notice will be generated and sent to the appropriate
person. A couple of examples will clarify the issue. If, for
example, an applicant in the Utah system has been selected three
times by the computer, but not referred, it may indicate that
something is wrong. The system apparently likes him, but the
placement interviewer does not. Some additional counseling,
recoding, training, etc., may be needed before the client will be
job ready Under the manual system the client could have been
stranded in the system for long periods without receiving service.

13
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A similar device is used to alert interviewers in the LINOS
system when employers tail to return a validation form, This
permits the interviewer to contact the employer and ascertain the
status of the order and the disposition of the referrals. Without
this mechanism, job orders may appear open that are actually
closed simply because the employer did not return the validation
form

Fifth, while the data is incomplete, it seems reasonable that
in some cases the job bank will utilize the computer more
efficiently than the matching system The pAmary reason is that
the on-line matcninq systems function best if they have sole access
to a central processor This results in periods of slow activity when
other agencie., could be using the device Most job banks utilize a
time sharing arrangement wherein only the actual run times are
charged against the s7stem

So ne have atqued just the reverse but with a different sense
"ef,icient e" They feel that the simple job bank processing

routines should not he computerized at all Except fol some of the
statistical reports generated by the operation, it can bn argued that
the processing of job bank data is an inoffici.mt use of computers.

Sixth, as the name implies, the job bank is a listing of
available jobs However, it is only one side of the placement
process The matching systems, as the name implies, attempt to
provide some automated link between the two sides of the market
This advantage of the matching systems allows them to give the
applicant or job order double exposure by screening both ways

Seventh, the automated systems both produce a number of
reports for internal and external use However, the matching
systems go beyond the job banks in providing labor market infor
mation it the sense that they can provide it instantaneously and
for both sides of the market For example, an employer can call
the local office and within a matter of minutes know how many
applicants are available in a particular occupational category
While the local office files will only contain a relatively small
segment of available applicants in most cases, it will give the
employer some indication of the availability of particular types of
workers

4,410,, /hp , ff1,4 ri,rnr s of the f tIlfIttyllPrIt SP(1.0( t varies by ocr updbOn, induVry and
yet. rat th,,,y4eri, y 1111, Mar, tv,,wit,, boil en, of all available lob opentnw,
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The same type of information can be used by employers that
d re considering the labor area for possible expansion or location of
a manufacturing facility In a relatively short time, the computer
can display a profile of available applicants that would be suitable
for work in the industry Again, only a segment of the available
work force will be represented, but it will provide the prospective
employer with an indicat,on of the availability of required
workers

As can be seen in the above discussion, the two concepts have
many similarities, but many unique attributes as well The vastly
simplified job bank is much more restricted in actual operation
and in its potential usefulness. The matching systems provide Or
potentially can provide considerably more information and opera-
tional advantages than the lob bank. Whether or not these differ-
ences are worth the additional cost is the subject matter of
Chapter II I

Current Status of the Two Concepts

Enthusiasm toward the matching systems has diminished.
The four systems are still operational, but the further expansion of
their capabilities has been left for internal system initiative.
Federal administrators are not providing research and development
funds for expanding these systems. The rationale, of course, is that
the existing matching systems have not and probably cannot be
adequately evaluated Therefore a phased implementation
scheme" has been adopted for expanding the job bank operations.

The job bank is now seen as an interim system, but it was not
always viewed as such. It is now seen as a transitional component
of the matching systems with full recognition that it can stand
alone as an operational entity Therefore, with the 106 job banks
in operation, attention is now being given to their expansion to
matching systems The scheme has been outlined in the Phased
Implementation Progression for Computer-Assisted Manpower
Operations Network The rationale for this progression appears
conceptually sound, but its practical application is subject to
criticism. In any case the progression is beginning and the results
of the transition will be interesting.
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The Manpower Administration has committed a vast amount
of resources in the development of computerized job matching.
Therefore, while it is unlikely that the four systems currently
operating will be expanded, it is virtually certain that they will
remain operational for the forseeable future. Some feel they have
served their purpose by demonstratir.g tl.e feasibility of matching,
but most will agree that their usefulness has not ended

Summary

Conceptualizing these sysierns from the "armchair" per-
spective and at an intuitive level is rather easy. Putting these
concepts into an operational framework is vastly more difficult. If
arything has been learned in the last six years that no one will
dispute, it must be that the operational difficulties are far more
complex than originally anticipated. In retrospect, no one should
have been surprised. The Employment Service was in effect
attempting to automate a system that had significant shortcomings
as a manual system. Not the least important of these problems was
the development and use of an effective descriptor system.

Nevartheiess, the experience with these systems has resulted
in a body of knowledge that is likely to have far reaching implica
tions for automated systems in both the public and private sectors
far beyond the matching of men and jobs The automated place-
ment systems deal with live human beings and attempt to do more
than merely shuffle data in various ways. In this capacity a
number of strengths and weaknesses have arisen. This chapter out--
lined several of these characteristics. The next chapter will
examine some cost and activity data pertaining to tht...r operation

16
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Chapter III

ACTIVITY AND COST DATA PERTAINING TO
COMPUTER ASSISTED PLACEMENT SYSTEMS

The computerized systems have produced a proliferation of
data on a wide range of performance indicatois Some of the data
is apparently valid, much is highly questionable The Division of
Manpower Matching Systems conducted validation studies on
several job banks and found the data reasonably accurate.
However, the data from the Denver Job Bank was highly question
able and is not being used in system evaluation The systems are
new and the reporting mechanisms are in a state of flux
Therefore, it would not be surprising if there are errors or
omissions in the data base. In any case, the data used in this
dicsussion will be neither comprehensive nor definitive. Several
series will be utilized to demonstrate in a preliminary manner what
the systems are doing and what changes have occurred and can he
expected to occur. The analysis is primarily inter temporal and
inter-system Without a determination of data validity available,
confidence criteria will not be utilized in this preliminary exact-lin,'
ton

Placement Speed

The first activity indicator that provides some indication of
the impact of computerization is the speed of placement More
specifically, this data element shows the "number of days required
from receipt of job orders to referrals that resulted in a

placement Base data is very limited in coverage, but the' Division
of Manpower Matching Systems analyzed activity data for pre job
bank activities in 16 job banks. This data will be used in the
analysis Table I shows in summary form the results of the
16-system study

While it's easy to be negative about the rontribution of these
systems, it is probably fair to say that in terms of the speed of
service they haven't made a significant difference. This is

rarticularly true after the first day of placement activity How do
the systems in this study compare with the 16- system
examination? There is one matching system and eight job banks in
the comparison The activity indicators are for "five days or less"

17



Table I
Number of Days Required from Receipt of Job Orders

to Referral That Resulted in a Placement

S,,sh

Perk ent

F ineei Same Da 1 2 Days 35 Days b 10 DAys

Pie Job Bank 35 7 21 4 12 7 11 7

Po>t Job Bank 220 50 2 16 1 120

Pt e Job Hank 35 7 57 1 69 9 31 5
Post Job Bahl.. 27 523 6c4

7,1It p A, GO Joh HarI. OwrahOnS Fie,levv Dais IM 14, lob 1,11k s Mar, h 26,
1,111

and "ten days or less" and they are for varying time periods Table
II shows the results of the data on these systems on a cumulative
basis as compared to the data on the 16 system study

The first and most obvious difference in the comparison is
the percent of "Filled Same Day'" orders. After lob bank installa-
tion, only 22 percent of the job orders were filled on the day of
receipt as compared to 35.7 percent before job bank installation.
The explanation the Division of Manpower Matching Systems gave
for this large discrepancy was that the central order taking
procedure resulted in a one-day delay before the job order was
exposed fully to the applicant side of the market The relationship
quickly converged during the subsequent time period until in the
6 10 day interval they were virtually the same. Figure 1

graphically depicts the convergency sequence.

This relationship can have several interpretations First it can
be argued that the job bank doesn't improve or detract from the
service given to the client groups. The small difference after the
t 5 10 period is unlikely to prove significant Second, it can be
argued that the total job bank mechanism has resulted in deteno
rated service because clients are forced to wait additional time
before a placement occurs This seems to contradict the "one stop
service!' objective of the USTES

The first point of this comparison shows that there is a wide
variation between systems, i e.,, for five days or less they vary from
30 9 percent to 81 7 percent and for ten days or less they vary
from 56 9 percent to 90.0 percent

18



Table II
Comparison of Number of Days Required from Receipt of Job

Orders to Referral that Resulted in a Placement
(for One Job Matching System and Six Job Banks)

S ydef 'I ,'1 1 th b )41`, S or Less 10 Days or Less
3-33t Jot, Post Joh P:e Job Post Job

Bdtlk Bank Pdfliq Bark
B., ;,1,f stem 57 1 52 1 81 b 855
Study ./ariatile Perk ent, Percent Pen er,1 Percent

Jackson,. Me t, 71 47,4 696
Paterson 4 71 b0 2 71 9

Paterson 8 71 60 4 71 2

VH,33,nyloo 10 i0 73 5 36 8
4 7,1 759 87 7
q 71 15 0 89 7

t i outs 1 10 31 / 630
510 309 569

10 70 48 5 66 0
1..0, i`,61.1 10 70 b0 3 60 3

11 70 bb 5 63 3
1.? 10 bb (3 68 9

1 71 54 1 62 3
'I 11 64 8 74 7
4 71 31 3 758

033,jr,,, 1 /1 70 6 79 3
2 71 64' 798
4 '1 636 813
6/1 650 192

Utah ..; 11 50 1 70 5
4 71 57 1 74 6
', 11 530 69 1
6 71 451 592
111 51 9 65 9
8 71 539 673
(3 / 1 53 1 69 1

10 /1 56 1 /4 1

PhOefu 4 "I
11

6 71

81 /
74 4
71 8

900
88 9
84 4

Jot, Oar, up,,,ations Revie", Reports

Due to the varying time periods, the arithmetic, mean is not
particularly useful. However, it does indicate that the systems are
well within reasonable limits on an aggregate basis. The Utah
matching system is dearly in line with the post job bank data for
five days or less but falls somewhat short for the ten days or less
period These data seem to reconfini the above conclusion that
the computerized systems have not made a significant difference
in the speed of service
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12 35

FIGURE I

6 10 t '(DAYS)

Speed of Placement by Occupationdl Group Employmiqu
Service interviewers cdn generally pick out d number of occupy
bona! categories in which pldcements are either very easy to make'
or are very difficult This group will vary by labor market condi
ti0f1S, type of cle,ntele, industrial composition,, etc Some inter
viewers may wiry- attempt to direct their efforts towdrd the
"easy" placements did dwdy from the more difficult ones This is
the case. for two redsons 1) placements are' the culmindtion of his
efforts and the more he can make the better he feels,. 2) he is
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judged as a good average or poor interviewer depending on the
number of placements he makes It is doubtful that many inter
viewers have consciously determined in an objective way which are
the easy and difficult placements, but experie ice is a fairly good
indicator.

Job hank data permits an explicit determination of
placement speed by occunation An interviewer could conceivably
analyze these data and based on this analysis select those occupa
bons that are typically filled very quickly in his labor area The
data for five job banks show a clear dichotomy between the upper
and lower segments of the occupational spectrum Two digit DOT
occupations between 00 and 50 are filled much faster than average
and those between 51 and 98 (first and fourth digit of DOT) are
filled much slower than dVerdge The implications of th.s analysis
are that the Employment Service may be able to structure their
placement activity in such a manner as to maximize overall place
ments (if in fact maximum labor market penetration is their goal)

There are inconsistencies in the data, but in general, the trend
is clear More in depth study of more systems over longer time
periods will be needed to refute or confirm this observation,
however If in fact there is a significant difference, the Employ
ment Service may make substantial gains in overall placements by
concentrating more effort on ^.ertain occupational groups It is

already known that there is significant differences in the industrial
composition of placements and the above type of analysis can
serve to clarify further the structure' and composition of Employ
ment Service activity

Wage Distribution of Employment Service Placements. A
third performance indicator is the change in the wage structure' of
computerized placement Conceptually, it could be expected tha'
the percent of placements in the higher wage categoriet, would rise
because of the wider exposure of applicants to fob orders Table
III shows the iesults of the 16 system study for all applicants and
for the subset of disadvantaged applicants For the systems in the
study the structure of wages improved considerably The percent

placements at less than S1 61 per hour declined for the total
group and for the disadvantaged segment Placements of S2 80 per
hour or more increased significantly for both groups There is no
reason to believe that overall economic conditions or increases in
wages gerzrally had a significant impact on the observed results

11
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Table III
Wage Distribution in the Job Bank System

Ali a(nln ants

Ho, 0y Wage flair , '[

PL.', VT 1

Pre Job Bank
3 rnonlhs)

Post Jut, Bank
1 Months'

L.'S', thdn SI 61 , s 362 325
SI 61 2 19 37 1 7 4

,' 2k.) 2 19 II(' 18 0
80 ur ,,,,ro 0 1 12 1

, 0 1,

1 es, 1,),1,1 t ,
1 t1 to . lit 8 ,7 1

1 1 4 1: t

For the systems represented, the mean of the two groups and
for the four Wag:, levels has been calculated A wide disparity
between the total number of placements and those that were class
'fled disadvantages is clearly apparent Table, Iv indicates that 32 1
percent of all job bank placements were in job openings paying
less than S1 61 per hour whereas 35 percent of disadvantaged
placements were in this group In the S2 30 or more wage
category, 13 7 percent of all iob bank placements were in job
open ings paying this amount while only 9 0 percent of
disadvantaged placements were at this level The relationship
between the job banks and Utah's Cif11 is interesting, but the
comparison may not be valid There, were ten job banks in the
sample representing many labor areas Also, the time intervals
were riot strictly comparable While the wage structure oi the job
banks appears "better" it can be the result of vatiation in the
area's wage structure, or other economic factors flore study is
needed for a reasonably definitive stateriwnt

Table IV
Average Wage by Client Group for
Selected Cities and Time Periods

IcI Utah J 6 an in

Fier t nt Por; tint Per, ent Pet, wit
HL,LOy T c)til :),'41(ildn1,i(it

L L,1 1 ;4 3 II) 1 i4 7

f,1 19 41 4 / 2 420 443
' 2') 2 PI 1ti 4 148 r

S2 80 6t / 10 1 `10
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The Results of USTES Referrals to Job Orders, When an
applicant is referred to a job opening, one of three things ca'
happen. The employer can reject the applicant, the applicar,
reject the job opening, or, the applicant can accept the job, but
fail to report for work. The latter two are a culmination of similar
forces and will be combined for this analysis. Table V show. the
results of USTES referrals for the Utah CJM and ten job banks As
expected, the vast -majority of referrals that do not result in a
placement are because of rejection by the employer. Job refusals
by the applicant are a relatively small portion on the total
(typically 1 3 percent). The overall referral-placemet4t ratio for
the USTES has been about two-to one. This relationship is clearly
in line with the results of these data

While it varies between systems, an interesting relationship
exists between disadvantaged referrals and placements. As indi
cated above, for the total number of referrals, the employer
rejection rate appears to be in line with the expected referral-
placemert ratio of about two-to-one. However, the employer
rejection ratio for disadvantaged clients is substantially lower than
it is for the total group. In most cases, the latter was significantly
hiaher than the former. Similarly, in only ten months was the
applicant job refusal rate by disadvantaged clients greater Than the
rate for the total client group. There are 'ilear indications that the
s ,ccess rate of disadvantaged referrals is greater than for all
referrals arid the legitimate question is whys

There are several likely explanations, no one of which may
tota!ly answer the question., First, it is li.sely that some disadvan
taged clients are really not disadvantaged to the extent that their
ability to find a job is impaired. Second, the disadvantaged clients
that end ,ip at an employer's interview desk are really a very select
group. Many clients of this type enter training programs, partici
pate in cfuns:?ling and job orientation activities, receive special
a-.,sistance in preparing for and taking employment examinations,
etc Therefore, many do not come in cnntact with an employer
until they have much of their "disadvantagedness" removed
Third, to fulfill Equal Employment Opportunity guidelines or
simply a social or moral obligation, some employers seek out
disadvantaged applicants of various types. Fourth, there are
usually job development or other types of "conditioning" contacts
made before the disadvantaged applicant actually applies for the
position. In this way, employers understand the situation and are
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likely to be more receptive to the disadvantaged referral on a
one-to-one basis.

Reasons for a lower refusal rate by disadvantaged applicants
should be intuitively clear. Typically, these individuals have been
unemployed or underemployed fc, extended periods and the
potential job opportunities are fewer in number. Therefore, when
a job opening arises in which an offer actually occurs, the disad-
vantaged applicant will likely be under greater pressure to accept
the position than will applicants in general. In addition, job devel-
opment activities and pre-referral counseling condition the
disadvantaged applicant to the type of employment likely to
occur, working conditions, wages, etc., so that few "surprises"
occur at the employment interview.

These are some of the factors that determine the referral
placement ratio. Certainly there are other factors that may be
equally as important in some circumstances. Tnere are likely to be
significant differences in the industrial and occupational referral-
placement relationships, but available data does not permit this
type of analysis.

Industrial Analysis of Placements. Traditionally, certain occu-
pations and Industries have been closed or partially closed to
minority* groups. The restriction has never been totai but it has
been prevalent enough to result in disproportionate numbers of
minority workers in the service and manufacturing industries
whereas finance, insurance, and real estate industries have a very
small proportion. Manufacturing and government have a high
proportion of minorities, agriculture, forestry, fisheries and public
utilities have a low proportion. The pattern is clear and it has
persisted for decades

There is considerable discussion within both the public, (Ind
private sectors claiming that the composition of non white
Industrial placements is becoming more equitable The arguments
are generally couched in a changing national conscience or moral
character of the nation There may in fact be d movement
underway,, but until recently very little objective' data VMS
available to substantiat or refute the contormon Howevor, the

'!,ynorlyi.nous with non wrhiti ur this
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job bank system has a table in the Job Bank Operations Review
series that examines the phenomenon. Without adequate base

information, little can be said about an improvement or deteriora-
tion in the racial composition of placements. However, it is

interesting to note that in some areas (Paterson, for example) the
composition of placements in some of the "restricted" occupa-
tions is in line with total placements. In Paterson, the placement
of non whites in the finance, insurance, and real estate industries is
relatively high. A similar statement can be made about Rochester's
situation In any case,, these data may indicate that a change is in
progress What the magnitude of the change is, is not clear.
However, if the data series is maintained, firm indications should
be observable in two or three years.

Job Bank and the Unemployment Rate, Though not an
explicit goal of the computerized system, it seems reasonable to
expect these systems to have an impact on employment and
unemployment. It must be remembered, of course, that the
Employment Service only handles about one-in-seven of total new
hires. Therefore, their potential impact is diluted to a considerable
degree. It is still important to ask, however, whether or not the
unemployment rate is appreciably different in job bank and
non job bank areas

Without the benefit of a complete set of 1971 data on
unemployment (ten months are available), a provisional look at
1970 data can be made. Seven of the 11 systems operated six
months or less in 1970, two operated about eight months The
Utah matching system has been in operation officially since
January 1969, but in reality since late 1967 The St Louis job
bank began operation in June 1969 Several observations can be
made relative to these data

First,, it would be- difficult to demonstrate that a significant
difference exists between the changes in the national unemplov
merit rate and those of thc, job bank areas Second, the Utah CJM
is in d labor area that does not experience wide fluctuations in the
unemployment rate These small changes continue to exist and
there are no indications that the CJM has had a perceptible impact
on changes in this rate over the past three years. Third, these data
do not show the impact of the systems on particular client groups
It seems reasonable to expef.t that some client groups I P , disad
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vantaged, have experienced improved employment conditions ir.
some job bank areas.

These are some of the indicetors that can be utilized to assess
the effectiveness of the computer-assisted operations. They are not
complete in terms of activity coverage or period of operation.
They should be looked at as being suggestive rather than
definitive A much more in depth analysis must await the genera
tion of extended series of operational data.

The next section will briefly examine another aspect of
system operation. In this case the analysis will focus on the cost of
these systems and an attempt to determine how the matching
systems compare with the job hank network. The cost data were
provided by administrators of three matching systems and Charles
Becherer, Comptroller Manpower Administration

Computer-Assisted Placement Cost Analysis

Thc' matching systems evolved rapidly between 1968 and
1971 and the cost estimates pertaining to them showed an equally
rapid increase The job bank implementation time table showed
the most rapid increase in 1970 and 1971 With implementation
nearing completion, few new job banks were started in 1972 No
new matching systems will be developed outside the job bank PIP
framework

Without question the automation process has been ex pen
sive. There are no accounting figures available that precisely

eH costs of these systems, but there' are several sources Of
well inforn-.ed estamate The first estimate. Of overall cost of the
job bank system was made by Dr Arnold Weber, Assistant Secre
tary of Labor for Manpower, DOL, in 1971 appropriations
hearings When asked how much it would cost to cover the,entire
country with the lob bank program, Ii felt that d seat of the'
()ants estimate was SOfTleWheie in thf vicinity of S80 to S100
million per year These Newt-11,114 ,,re annual operating costs
lob hank installatioe, ( osts for 1970 and 1971 wr re' S7,500,000
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and S13,500,000 respectively More specifically, Malcolm Lovell,
Assistant Secretary, Manpower Administration, DOL, respondea
to the question on budgeting by saying that "For job banks in
1971, we are budgeting a total of S13,500,000 Ir 1970, it was
S7,500,000 We currently have 16 iob banks in operation, and we
hope to have 56 in operation by ;he end of this fiscal year
Anticipated figures for 1972 are not yet available

Specific instaration and operating costs of the job banks will
be identified as they are incorporated into the study The three
matching systems have more, detailed cost breakdowns for the
initial years of operation and they, ,too,, will be identified as they
are used in the study Finally it should be pomted out that there
are two sources of funding for these programs, i e Grants to
States Trust Funds and Manpowcr Development and Training Act
Funds it is interesting to note that Mr Becherer identified the
fundamental problem in cost evalu itions of computeri7ed '''sterns
when he stated "Implementation and operating cost data is not
available in that state agencies are not required to report this
information separately from other costs within the two fund
sources"' 1 he cost data pertaining to the matching systems will
be presented first

Cost Comparisons of Three Matching Systems. Table VI
shows the cost estimates oertaming to the Utah Wisconsin, and
California systems It is important to reiterate again that the
'cost data are only estimates ,ind that they do not purport to be
cost accounting (iguros

Also, these (laid provide information on three "variations" of
the Utah CJM The alternative Utah systems have been designated,
Utah (1) which is an "add on" system, Utah (2) which is a "stand
alone" configuration, and Utah (3) which is the "present'
operation If in fact a legitimate comparison can be made, it
ciprw irs reasonable that it must br trade b,tween the LI NOS,
LSOPS, and Utah i'2) ",,tdnd dlon, s,tonis

11,1 I, 1:
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Table VI

Cost Comparisons of Three CJMs

Year Sy stem Cost

FY 1968 LINCS S294,800

FY1969 LINOS 381,660

FY1970 LINCS 331,260

F- Y1971 LINCS est 330,000

FY1968 ESOPS S 38,130
FY1969 ESOPS 137,635

FY1970 ESOPS 410,876

FY1971 ESOPS 490,923

Esumates fo, Utah 111 S186,140 04

Utah Made Utah 121 358,113 04

in 1971 Utah (3) 610 632 96

Based on these cost estimates, with full recognition that they

are not "acounting" figures, and that for many reasons the
systems are not strictly comparable, i.e., labor market differences,
system operation, occupational and geographic coverage, hard-

etc., it may be interesting to examine briefly several cost/
activity ratios. Before developing these ratios, it must be clearly
understood that they do not represent cost comparisons that
imply one system's superiority over the others. Factors other than

cost, i.e., level and extent of service, efficiency, occupational and
geographic coverage, etc., are typically of more importance than a

tabulation of cost estimates.

An initial observation about the cost structure of the
matching systems, one that can be substantiated by discussions

with federal and state administrators, is that annual operating
costs have stabilized in the $300,000 to $500,000 range.,
Apparently there will be no "new" federal funds for experimen
tation and development of the four systems and therefore it is

likely that the current level of operation will be retained. In any
event, for purposes of comparison, the final year's cost figures for
the LINCS and ESOPS systems will be used in conjunction with
the Utah (2) "stand- alone" estimates. Three activity categories will
be used in the analysis, i.e new applications, referrals, and place
rnents Table VII shows the cost/activity comparisons for FY1971

Enough is known about geographic and occupational cover
age as well as method of operation to suggest that significant

30 3



Table VII
Cost /Activity Comparisons of Three Matching Systems

System Year Cost Cost Aor lkation Cost Referral Cost Pia( ement

LINCS 1971 S330,000 S9 68 S4 32, $670 73
ESOPS 1971 490,923 3 22 3 44 13 52

Utah 121 1971 358,113 5 88 4 61 12 60

differences probably exist between the systems. However, what is
important is that a given levc. of resources was committed in a
given system to improve that system's operation Often the data
for a segment of a total system cannot be ascertained for a repre-
sentative period. Therefore,, total system data was utilized in the
analysis. This is particularly important in relation to the LINCS
and ESOPS systems

Much can be made about the differences in these figures and
equally as much can be said about the similarities What can
probably be said with some degree of confidence is that they are
comparable in order of magnitude. Data on the LI NCS system, in
two categories, is out of ime with the Utah and Wisconsin system
The cost/placement estimate must not be interpreted as an
indication of system effectiveness The activity data showed only
those placements that could unambiguously be attributed to the
LINCS operation. This amounted to only 492 placements in
FY1971. With over 75,000 referrals during the same period, it
would be expected that placements numbered in the 25,000 to
35,000 range Likewise,, only 34,080 new applications were regis
tered in the LINCS system in FY1971 Considering that it only
operates in a limited segment of the occupational spectrum
professional, technical, and managerial, it may not be surprising to
find a significantly smaller number of new applications. The
remaining cost activity ratios are clearly in a comparable range
Particularly considering e magnitude of differences inherent in
the systems

The above comp 'Is utilize annual data Most of the job
bank data was available o a partial year basis To pro,,,ide a degree
of comparability, job bank operating cost was calculated on d
monthly basis and then applied to monthly activity data Tabli
VIII shows referral and placement data for thr«, job bunks
Comparing these data to the 1971 MiiChlrlq SVSti'M date several
interesting observations arise First, the job bank data is signifi
cantly higher in both categories by about a factor of two Second,

ecl
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the monthly cost of the inaftliing systems IS higher than the lob
banks by a factor ranging from throe' to six However, the actioti,,s

Lrit-tuteci to them art' sufflc it'ilt1',) large to rItiViIirStil cost ,R,tivity
ratios Third, tiVtlifl 0101.1(111 Olt) Ortaa ha Job Batik roLeived about
twicc as much money dS the othor ivy(' systems its cost activit
ratios are not lower than the other two This may suggest that
there were no eonontios f" in Olt' larger ont ration

Those observations dro inter> sting, but hot conLlosive The),
art' suggestive of several fundamental relationships, but they are
not clefinitive The time art' short, the operation, are vasty
different, and the coverage geograprutail,, 0(cupationall and
operationally is significantly different Onl,, throe act_ioty Ind!
cators ',vete examined These we're COOS, r1 of 011'11

traditional Di't ,ItiSti most t oil
V,flat the', represent The', Ma), nOT IP' Calif ,t" lairon,)eti rt,, of

&tem ti oPeration, lit 110'11'011)1i alii Suatit strioi ^,4tit dli'Ss

say, intich additional k must he don- 1,, 'term; H ompar
bet%veeri t hes o, S

Conclusion

rlll5 t tlii t fir. it , 11 , (1(41,,

l'"Itdininll 10 torn' rot) r assisted old( t t- Ar t `fort
tit,v,dun 115ai,1 l ost
ratiOS TfIt'Sr ratios that art' (WI' Hifi( i'S In Ill) t )

(Ont,l4tiO1S, but it ita limitatiot pr. ,,erir a (I slits t

surptiyI1C, Jr Li fl'o

Thu') rifixt Fljp1,,r
,1Ill'rt,Ifit effort PI-, h, tollowt"i
an outline of ii critll ri isso,es it rtaming to flit, I n)hloyt,,,,t,
r-len.ica, In g,qe! St «tml, the PIP is the o iii, ,,r, :oh( II

aront fltdt 11 )r I nq ;trot t,,s
(11t1( di' t'1,1 ,r, I

116,ITI4liqj



Chapter IV

CRITICAL ISSUES PERTAINING TO COMPUTER-ASSISTED
PLACEMENT SYSTEMS

The major efforts expended on the design, development, and
implementation of computerized placement have resulted in the
attainment of a vast body of knowledge, Unfortunately, this
knowledge is neither comprehensive nor compiled in a central
information bank Everyone seems to know something about all
the systems, but at present the integration of this information into
a comprehensive, whole has not occurred. There are still a number
of unsettled areas as Chapter Five will illustrate. The current
"state of the art" Is vastly more advanced in many areas over what
it was in 1964, but there are severdl areas that seem to elude the
best efforts of Employment Service and computer experts. These
areas art primarily concerned with the technical application or
integrdtion of computers with Employment Service, operations
These problem areas will ultimately be resolved as understdnding
of the, mechanics of ,ntegrabon occur However on a more
advanced level there, die d number of issues that must be addressed
that concern the ovorall directi000f implementation These issues
are thte focus of this section

Tht first and probal)k, most important issue is whether the
USTES approaching the- computerization effort In d socially,
politically, and economically justifidble manner In other words,,
cdn the present direction of computerization the evolution of
jot) t)dril.s into matching systems, be justified 11 examined in terms
of its social contribution, political impact, and economic effi
ciency? Each of these aspects must be considered further It must

remembered, however, that all three are interrelated and In
sense are, dif ferent wilvs of looking at the same phenomend

The corial contribution of sister is cdg be, very great (.)r
it cdfl he negligible Tiu ooteritial tor im rt,dsaig social 'welfare by
improving the movieriiiint of J,-Dori er,, into and out of jobs is

conceptually Their potential for improving the worl.
by placing `vorkf rs drld "rnployers in d 111()r4'

(.01111)dtIbIP SItUdtlt)t, diSk) Lif'dr Thtrt' setimc, to ot, rigret,
went that joh longevity, improvement in the wage- structure, jot)
satisfaction and job Se( itrity rt iltsenteeism increased
prociut tei,t y P'd id( Ht'v ref tf,e VVOri can



rnanitested tr\, far Htating th, , of the Libor market ',Jo
computers However whether thesi social gains can nl fat t be

achieved is the rcal otiestion Then, IS r irtuallr no oVIdenCe th It
the current sterns hase,rnade skied want gains ill these areas

The political aspects of this development are less diverse and
in a sense at, n'on' amenable to fulfillment than the remaining
two elements This is true primarily because the impact of these
srstems on political decision making is less direct and the, results
cw the political process are more easily identified Once it became
apparent in 1967 and 1968 that computers could be integrated
with the activities of the Employment Service, it became a
P011tiCal game to see who could get the systems installed 'n their
political jurisdiction first There was serious internal disruption
occurring at the same. time and mayors governors were hard
pressed to show that they were doing -something' to assist their
constituency to find employment In retrospect it Was indeed
fortunate that the job hank concept materializi d at 'the crucial
moment Job matching was feasible but could not have, been
implemented on a large scale

In any event, the implementation of job banks occurred on a
large scale, with onr being develOped in 1968,, eight in 1969, 50 in
1970, and 47 in 1971 Concurrent with this process though not as
a result of it, the internal upheaval subsided The pressure un
lected officials diminish(; but the implementation schedule WaS

maintained There are currently 106 lob banks and four job
inatching systems in operation

There, is probably little question that the installation of the
job bank network has appeased the, political leaders in most aroas
Likewise, it has refT100'd the USTE5 from criticism from most
political leaders \i,ith the press bit systems covering about one half
of the nation's population, there is unlikely to be' additional
political pressure for change unless it can be, shown that the
systems are not in fact achieving their original obl"ctiv'es Tho
r"maining population is located In smaller towns and cities or in
rural areas and the' political clout generated by then, is insi,ffir lilt
to pro( urn a compotirved

Th,,re are political ramifications of a different nature tha' are
also very important The internal decision making in the U S
Departr,,ent of Labor l'ionnower Admirimrdtion, and Ow (..J.STLcj,



are heavily weighed by political considerations as ,pnosed to
economic or overall social considerations The political and
philosophical positions of the top level administrators in all of
these governmental units profoundly affect what will be done,
how it will be done and when it will be done For example, as
seemingly a simple matter as obtaining timely operating data from
the systems was often frustrated because of the inability of the
USTES to compel them to provide it When asked how this
situation could exist when the funding and overall control was
federal, a top level administrator in the Division of Manpower
Matching Systems replied that it was not politically realistic" to
consider withholding funds or applying other pressures to the
negligent systems With the possibility of prompting the criticism
of a federal congressman, the administrators of these agencies
would rather attempt to persuade the system a;;olinistrators to
provide the needed data then take more positive action As a
consequence, the data was often incomplete, and untimely

A similar problem concerns the reporting requirements .n
terms of before after operation 1 he Manpower Administration
only required that the systems submit monthly reports for one
year after installation Most systems have complied with this
requirement However, in retrospect the reporting requirement
should have been for an on-going sequence of monthly reports
What has happened is that some systems discontinued their reports
before others started reporting, Economic conditions are contin
ually changing, unique labor market conditions require long term
examination and the operation of some of the systems was such
that the data produced was of no value (the Denver Job Bank is d
good example) A single twelve-month examination of these
systems is not enough considering the above factors It does not
seem unreasonable that the job banks should have been required
to submit these reports as long as they were considered useful at
the national level They are, not overly burdensome to produce and
some systems have Loritinued to produce them for internal use It
might be. noted that the USTES is phasing out the Job Bank
Operations Reports (JBOR) and integrating them into Employ
mont SerVICf' Automated Reporting System tESARS), This will in
effect pick up many of the same elements from most of th( job

that were in the 1B0R system, but_ then' will be months and
in some cases d year or two op in the data These data may he
some of the most important and it is unfortoriatf, that they will
not be available for close examination

3/



Clear ly, tho political factors impinging on the computerwed
systems are nebulous and often frustrating Frequently political
decisions are based on expediency with little regard for the myriad
of other considerations This, of course, is re:ogni/ed as an
integral part of the.overall politic-al process and as such should not
be overly disturbing However, what is most disturbing is that
many political decisions are made contrary to the evidence
produced by other sources or with incomplete information

The last principal consideration of the computeriled effort
is its econ,,mic efficiency. There are several levels of consideration
It car, examined in terms of a direct cost benefit analysis, i e

whether the benefits are groater than costs incurred It can also be
examined in terms of its cost effectiveness,, r e given the
operational parameters of the system, how its objectives can be
most economically achieved Both analytical techniques are within
the more general framework of determining whether or not the
expenditure' of resources on computenied placement can be
justified in relation to the vast number of alternative resource uses
If the political decision has been made, as indeed it has, that these
systems will be designed, developed and implemented, then the
lower analysis must be used We can still argue, of course,
that in terms of achieving maxiniurn social welfare, the resources
should have been directed elsewhere However, realistically we can
only say that benefits exceed or fall snort of costs or that to
achieve this set of objectives it will n'quire, this level of resource
expenditure

In pure economic tcrms we are nit iisted in the most
efficient use, of our nation's resources 0, all efficiency Call
expresser] 'n terms of opportunity cost criteria In other words,
the expendkures of resources will always occur on the project in
wluch there re no alternatives that will produce a larger net social
gain At a po nt in time we are faced with a number of alternatives
crr opportunides on which resources can he exnend J By selectirhj
or, ,, we (pv on the Opportunity to derive rl benefit from the
others Her ce, select the one that produces thr, greatest net
social !remit',

This type of analysis roquires the knowledge of all aiterna
and the potential benefits they can ioduce This in for

!nation does not exist nor can we irivision it ever existing
Attempts must be made to push the as far ac l ssible but



considering the intractable nature of the theoretical definition of
efficiency a much less complete analysis must be utilized. In some
sense, economists should feel gratified that political decisions
preclude the necessity for a complete analysis. These decisions
delimit the area and type of analysis to a more manageable sphere

These are some of the general components that must be
considered in the first issue in the computerization effort. Most of
them are highly qualitative in nature and therefore rely on
informed jci:igment Our level of understanding precludes a

rigorous application of jyle analytical tools to them. Instead, the
overall phenomena is analyzed piecemeal without adequate consid
eration given to the whole,

The second issuvm,:nore qualitative In nature and involves
the philosophy thatlyste adHmstrators hold toward the type of
service the USTES shout be providing. The issue is whether the
more complex on line atching systems are necessary or whether
the off line batching processing systems will suffice Impinging on
this ISSUo is the question of whether one stop local office service is
necessary to adequately serve the USTES clientele The issue itself
has been partially resolved in one sense, but remains open for
debate in another.- If the USTES feels that one-stop service is
necessary (this is generally felt to be the case), online matching
operations are required There is the possibility, of course, of
providing one-stop service by utilizing in-office files with a manual
search However,, if the search is to take advantage of the total
files, access to the computer on-line is essential In any event, for
the purposes of the discussion, we are assuming that adminis
trators are striving for one stop service and want to util./ia the full
applicant and job order files whenever possible

the only matching system that utilises the hatch mode for its
-11y operation is, of course, LINCS The segment of the

uk,con itional spectrum served by this system i e., the managerial,
prof, ssional and technical generally encompasses applicants and

ib opt flings that do riot require immediate action In other
words ir,,,st clients on both sides arr looking mow, for a "nuality-
match than an immediate match Then the Si x hour respr,nsi
time is not a major factor in considr...rmq whether to use or not nm
the LINCS services Oni the other hand, in most ou.tioations below
the Above itroop one of the onmar c onsidrahot, is not finding

mar, 'r Oh, i" IH,J11(,1 lot) c)pi.,'d of s'rvli



is of the essence While off lme matching is satisfactory for one
group it is clearly unsatisfactory for the other

There are two segments of the second group that are partic
ularly in need of immediate st,rvice. The first is the easy-to-place,
relatively highly skilled individual and the relatively attractive job
opportunity The second is the very low skilled, unmotivated,
discouraged worker that is on the verge of dropping out of the
labor market If the Employment Service does not find the very
attractive applicant a job very quickly, he or she will be served by
a private agency or will find a job on his own. The same holds for
a very attractive job opportunity. Walk-in traffic, private agency
referrals, word-of mouth etc, will usually prevent this job from
remaining unfilled for long periods

The polar case is equally as critical and is in a sense more
difficult. The marginal worker that has a `ficult time
finding a job usually becomes discouraged easily and is unlikely to
return to the local office repeatedly If an opening cannot be
found on the first visit, this type of client is frequently lost In

addition once outs,de the local office they are difficult to locate
because of inadequate addresses frequently no tolephone, no
previous employer contacts, etc.

For these types of applicants and job openings, a batch
search is unlikely to be very effective The whole idea is that they
must be served while they are in the local office or are on the
telephone. Once this contact is broken, the Employment Service is
unlikely to be the agency receiving .ledit for the placement.
Thcrefore, 't seems reasonable that for the major ity of local officc
activities, some form of on line operahon is needed The typical
employer and applicant is very imp,:tient and except for the small
minority of applicants that are not ser;ously looking for a ;oh or
einployers not seriously seeking d suitahl. employee, SOME' type of
Iry mediate service is needed

This oortion of the ISSUP si'f"nr reasonably clear What is not
clear, is which combination of ott !Ine on lino screening is most
effective One is relativek, xperisive, the other is very expensive
Then-fore, it bpLornes ,! waiter of optirniiing total service given
the overall of e,<Ireridittires Determining the cut off point
occupationdlk/ dhow, which hdtr h proLessing is a( copt,itil(v will bl'
\der y (illf,:jit It ( Jury i)(,11 fi(,t

11)



because of the traditional relationship between the Employment
Service and the community, the ecc.lornic conditions prevailing,
the type of industrial structure, and the effectiveness of the other
placement mechanisms.

Nevertheless, it is an important issue that must be considered
very carefully. It would seem desirable to have all transactions
occurring on-line, but the expense of such a system precludes this
eventuality. Therefore, some combination of the two appears most
realistic and it will demand in depth wnalysis by system monitors
to determine the optimum mix.

Even with a clear understanding of the appropriate combina-
tion, there are problems of how to optimize the internal matching
process For example, if we take the characteristics of applicant
"A" and screen them against the Job order file, we will get job
orders "1, "2", "3", and" 4' out of the system One or more may
be suitable for referral If we take one of the job orders and run it
against the applicant file, we may or may not pick up applicant
""A Therefore, it is an :,mportant consideration on which way the
search is run, but we don't know [-levy to ()immure the process
Presumably, in an optimal situation, if we run applicant "A'"
against the order file and produce the above four Job orders of
which number "1" was the "lue selection and then run job
order "1" against the applicant file we would come out with
applicant "A'" a, the best match. This does not happen, however,
because of coding deficiencies, inadequate search routines, tie
break log considerations, and the like

TIu if VVP d re only looking for d match, it really makes
little difference that this situation exists However, if we are,
dttPirinilng to make SUM(' type of optimal match, it is highly
important to understand why this disparity exists and how a more
optimal selection cari be made This is an issue of d highly tech
nical nature but nevi.rtheless impinges on the basic operational
philosophy of what the systems are attempting to do Much
research and redesign will be needed to adequately address this
question

A third issue of StI[Iff' rr,e: irnportance riot only of the comput
erization f :Hort in the USTTS, but in many private, organizations
as vvf is the development of an acceptable descriptor system
Maley efforts both public and private have been made to isolate
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and identify the characteristics, qualities,, and conditions that
make for a successful, on going work relationship I think it is fair
to say that there have been few major advances in this area in
recent years. This is not meant to imply that no effort has been
expended. On the contrary, all four matching systems have
attempted to devise different descriptor systems and search
strategies. The crux of the matter is that we do not know what
factors or combination of factors is most important in the work
relationship., Undoubtedly the combination is different between
occupational groups and for a given individual over time. An indi-
vidual may be more interested in the salary level early in his work
career whereas retirement benefits, life insurance, medical plans,
work conditions, etc., are more important later in life, Many of
the employment conditions are quantifiable, many are not. Salary,
hours, shift, occupational and industrial category, etc., can be
meaningfully quantified; while attitude, interest, personality,
habits, etc., generally cannot.

The implication of the above discussion is that a universally
applicable descriptor system may be impossible. There may be no
practical way to develop a descriptor mechanism that incorporates
all of the relevant attributes mentioned. However, what is

probably needed is not a comprehensive mechanism but a system
that permits the interviewer to provide enough information about
the applicant or job opening so that an initial comprehensive
screening can occur. Several mechanisms of this nature now exist
The stumbling block is that we have these mechanisms, but not
knowing what is really important, we have no means to evaluate
them. There is an endless stream of verbiage about the superiority
or potential superiority of a particular method, but very little hard
data to sunpor the contentions

This is an important, interesting, and very frustrating issue It
involves Oae psychology of the applicant and the employer,, Et
requires input from labor market, manpower, arid industrial
economists, it requires input from data processing personnel, and

local office counselors and interviewers encounter types of
problems and situations that must covered. In short, an
acceptable descriptor system will require inputs from a variety of
sources A single developmental avenue cannot be used, What
combination of Input', voll produce the optimal descriptor system
is subject to deheite
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The section of this chapter on "Directions of Change" will
address the fourth issue more fully In short, even with the PIP
scheme, there must be some explicit indication of what combina
non of matching systems and lob bank., will be most effective in
achieving USTES goals Some argue that the prescribed course
within the PIP will determine this combination automatically
However as will be pointed out the control devices applicable to
the modular implementation scheme are, in my view, inadequate
to determine an optimal combination. If this is in fact the case, it
will he of utmost importance to identify as precisely as possible
what combination is needed if, on the other hand, the PIP can
control system exp,,nsion, an explicit decision would not
required

Fifth, the enthusiasm of the computerized concepts and their
potential contribution to labor market adjustment has diminished
significantly in recent months This con -talon begins with the local
office staff and continues up the bureaucratic hierarchy, Few
USTES administrators or staff are as excited about this
development now as they were a year or two ago This may be
explained in several ways. First,, it is now becoming a part of the
daily operation and local office staff have adjusted to it Second,,
many now realize that it has not and probably will not chang,
many internal operation, so why worry about it Third, some have
lost interest and enthusiasm because many of their expectations
ha,,e, been frustrated Their expectations may have bt,en too high,
hot nevertheless they fecl genuinely frustrated Fourth, adminis
trators feel they have done their part by procuring the system,
now it is up to Ow operational staff to make it work Fifth, as
mentioned earlier, client pressure has di ninished significantly iii
the last two, years and top level federal, state, and local officials
have, turned their attention to other matters

These reasons and undoubtedly several others have accounted
for reduced interest and enthusiasm This is a significant though
of ten overlooked pherion, nun 1 he USTES is on the, verge of
making d major change in its total operation and even more minor
tart _flange in 1111t)11(. 01)1(110 ri ai',uut the agency If this effort is
permitted to gradually melt into the- stereotyped mold of
traditional UST ES activities, this agency will have missed an
opportunity to materially change its public image Therefore, an
important internal issue should be the development of a public
relations program and mechanisms to stimulate internal interest
that will burly this unfitiv,lied systen. hack into public view
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The sixth issue concerns the question of in house versus
external usage of data processing expertise Virtually every public
agency would like to have an in-house computer operation with
the necessary support staff There are obvious advantages to this
type of arrangement However, maintenance of a computer facility
is extremely expensive. Therefore, an issue that must be resolved
and it apparently must be resolved on an individual agency basis)

is whether train in house personnel for data processing activity
or leave thi function for external contractors. If the latter course
of action is taZFrf, it presumably will leave agency personnel with
greater opportunity or direct service to ES clientele, There may
be certain situations that will require in house expertise', but this
decision must be made on an individual sit',ation basis

Finally, an issue that may not be of direct concern to
program developers, but is certainly of interest to all peripheral
systems involves the integration of the computerized system with
the; other agency components Unemployment insurance, fiscal
and management, research and analysis, administratior etc., all
become involved in and are a crucial part of any computerized
effort. Methods of incorporating them into computerized system
are being developed, but to date there are may questions
unanswered Computer usage, report generation and distribution,
development and maintenance of the data base, and many other
concerns arise in relation to other agency components

1 here are ur, ,ubtedly other issues that could be mentioned
However, in my view, the above issues are he most important at
this point in time Much effort has been and will continue to be
expanded o i addressing them in the ne two or three years
Resolving or obtaining a concensus on the issues wilt not he an
easy task, but a successful computer'. ed effort will require that
,nost of them the addressed adequately before additional advances
( an he made

Directions of Change

Comput; ; assisted plat ntint in the public sector has existed
lo some form for ;owe, thdn decide There have been numerous

h,nuies in h&j,- LjsTCS (1(...4k, hdrel',vzin ()penning procf (Imes,
etc.: The original LILACS system appears very twill-110May
retrospect and we often ,vonder The designers arid adruirits
Paton, muld have heen sn "naive as to expo( t it to work The



same criticisms are likely to be leveled at us during the next
decade.

In any event, a lot has been learned about what will work and
what will not The methods of data input, equipment usage,
personnel training, etc have changed in light of past experience
In general, confidence is high in our ability to handle these types
of operations However, there is still a lot to learn and a number of
areas where our understanding and level of knovviedge Is

rudimentary, indeed Several of these topics will be covered in the
next chapter when the "-current state of the art" is discussed. At
this point it is important to discuss the overall directions
computer assisted placement is taking from the administration
policy standpoint

It is safe to say that little can be said now that will change
t he general direction of computer-assisted placement The
Manpower Administration has adopted d scheme of implemen
tation that will presumably enable the USTES to expand the basic
job bank system into d network of computerized job matching
systems of varying degrees of sophistication Tne basic plan of
action is contained in a document entitled Phased Implementation
Progression for Computer Assisted Manpower Operations NetworA
(PIP) It explicitly describes the process by which an elementary
job bank is systematically transformed into a matching system
using a modular step test step test approach Conceptually this r, d
logical and highly rational way to go about it However, there an
some practical problems that may raise questions about tla, entire
process Before discussing this problems, ,a brief desmption of
the implementation process is in order

Without the necessary took to fully evaluate the existing
matching systems, the USTES was comp ::[,d to devise some other

shod of itistif /mg the expansion of the job bank -,ystem. In
effect,, the matching systems had demonstrated the feasibility of
job matching but by their very nature ,,vere incapable of being
rigorwl,ly examined and evaluated T11(' y hid demonstrated one
very important point that became the Ihnis for all system develop
mnt lob matching was I feasible process Without this
nowledge, the USTP, ould not hay, oncidered expandilg the

ton hdrik sySt,ti)

At <in it ,^vd, rf,t(grii/Pci th,it tih matching ',ystPtm,
ti,r,, fll paati",,,,IN,,, independent modul, Tnry



all worked together in the viable system, but each could be consid
ered as an Individual entity. Once in the system and intermeshed
with each other, it became viitually impossible to determine the
precise role each module played and how they affected one
another. This was the basis of the evaluation problem of the
existing matching systems.

Therefore, it was reasoned that if an elementary job bank was
installed and its performance evaluated, it should be possible to
append modules to it and test their effectiveness In this manner,
modules could be incorporated into the job bank in a particular
city or state until the benefits derived from the addition of one
more module equaled the cost of the expansion. At this point,
modular expansion would be stopped.

Depending on the matching system considered, there are
many basic modules. Some of the most important are

1) Development of a data base using the various
descriptor systems,

2) Attempting to match characteristics of one file
with clients representing the other file. For
example, the New York AMDS only uses the job
order file module and attempts to match in-office
applicant characteris*;cs to it,

3) A comprehensive search strategy matching both
ways and involving both files,

4) Various types of system output such as video,
teletype, etc.

The advantages of this type of progression scheme are several
First, it is a reasonable way of approaching the development
process It provides a conceptually defensible scheme.. Second, it is
relatively flexible. In other words, it can be expanded or
contracted as the labor market conditions dictate. It is also
flexible over time in the sense that future conditions may require
an expansion or contraction of the system Third, it only gives an
area what it needs to function effectively Therefore, a lot of
needless excess or ineffective capacity will not be tied up in a
SyS(PrIl,
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These are all desirable features of the PIP scheme but a basic
problem immediately arises. Implicit in the overall process is the
ability of USTES developers to determine an optimum cost
effective point. This requires a determination of not only system
costs, but benefits as well. The former is very difficult, the second
is virtually impossible with contemporary evaluation techniques.
Therefore, what appears conceptually simple is subject to being
frustrated in practice. This is a significant problem from the stand-
point of efficient resource allocation. However, as a practical
matter the progression scheme will proceed as outlined. Attempts
will be made to evaluate the modular expansion and informed
Judgments will be utilized. This is all that can probably be
expected under current conditions. However, every effort should
be made to devise a more acceptable evaluation technique.

Conclusion

This chapter has accomplished two things. 1) it has identified
the critical issues pertaining to computer-assisted placement as a
component within the USTES; and 2) it has briefly criticized the
direction of change as outlined in the PIP plan. The next chapter
will attempt to critique the present state of the art as it perta:ns to
computerized placement. Many advances have been made but
there is a long way to go. Subsequent to that development,, a series
of recommendations will be made in an attempt to provide
positive suggestion-, for needed change
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Chapter V

CURRENT STATE OF THE ARTS

The MIT Conference in 1964 demonstrated several things
first, there was considerable interest in computer assisted place
merit in both public and private sectors, second, several systems
had achieved token successes, but comprehensive analyses had not
occurred third, an effective means of describing men and jobs had
not been devised, fourth there was unlimited optimism that d
full-scale job matching system could and would be developed
Even with this interest and enthusiasm, the expectations impli( it
in the Conference were not fulfilled In retrospect, the state of the
art was exceedingly primitive In light of current activities there is
some question about how far we have advanced To be sure, many
lessons have been learned about how not to do it but fewer
positive advances have teen made in the opposite direction

It may be useful to summarize several points in both
categories., First, in orms of technological capabilities, there' is no
question about the possibility of constructing a sophisticated
computerized job matching system Conceptually, th( problem is
relatively straightforward The hardware required to do the job
exists today and in all likelihood has existed for a number of
years. 1 ierefore, disregarding cost for the moment, cnmputer
technology is not the main impediment to development Or d
matching system

Second, it is d well Known fact that in most nidnn,),,vpr
programs, inadequate funding has riot been d problem, VIdidt this
means is that at a point in time there are' usually more fund'
available than can be effectively used This does not mean, of
course,, that there are eilough resources available to solve all of our
manpower problems Rather, our knowledge of what to do and
hors to do it places a ceiling on the. amount of funds that can
effectively be utilized Muct *he s, me problem exists with regard
to the Indtching SySternS Every administrator drquf,5 that he could
do twice what he is currently doing if hi. had half again as n ar,y
resources There may have been occasional problems created
because of 'qudtP funding of these systems, but most v,ll
agree that with untested SyStrrn, the Manpower Administration
was generous indeed In tilt last two ears, with the rapid installa
Pon of !oh bar,1-5 there has hf en a to on the IPvel of resources
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flowing to the matching i,ystems However, this is not unreason
able given the fat t that they have yet to demonstrate universal
effectiveness Four matching systems exist, but an understanding
of hat they do and how they do it is incomplete Even more
frustrating is our lack of knowledge regarding how they can,, if
they c in be adapted to other e( onomic, soc al, political, and
historical situations

Third, an issue that continually arises in all discussions t

man job matching involves the methods of describing bon
entities One thing is certain, DOT coding is not enough,
descriptor words are not enough, rating or ranking schemes are
inadequate, and a proliferation of selection factors does not do the
lob Quite simply, our understanding about what motivates people
and what is important in the job environment is incomplete. The
factors that make one man attractive to an employer or a job
attractive- to a man are inadequately understood and are certainly
bi\, uric! measteement with current techniques It is doubtful that
most ertil'Iovers and employees could explain the factors that
persuaded them to make a particular choice The multitude of
subiec nye factors that influence decision making and the equally
important factors that make for a successful work relationship are
beyond current understanding However, it is these factors that
must comprise an effective descriptor system The ,,,stems
corrently under consideration are relatively devoid of new IIMOVa
ti(lrlS and follow the traditior,I patterns They are rit,iiVatiNde of
the historic al des( motor systems or are t ased on some notion of
into 'vaunt) theory developed in the t ontext of sociology,,
is\ythologz, or social psychology Occasionally, one of these

rUpt`, Sh0,%; sOiri, promise But, either other unexplained
ariables afleLted the nositiiiii outcome or the researcher is unable

to it results idF l varying conditions

ourth, a ver important dis«),er,,, relating to 'hese systems
the r,',1( ton of people to automation Experience seems

to indicate that the greoti st resistance to computerization is

ii,terhal and Hot in other words, internal personnel have
dif 'colt adjo,,f,mq to a computer-lied system than do

ternal r lent', Irl f, t, (Apply WI', and employers seem to expect
T (TT r ;If " inid find rothu"; unusual about it There was

oncern that real users would feel alienated by a
Hit thy, lids been totally without PiStif icd

I F ( TH' pr(A}OHO d f'r"t1(,'' Is a (AY( tlOhnl( al one External



clients see the system as attempting to help them find a job or an
employee immediately If nothing materializes, they can go else-
where and forget about it The internal user sees the system as
mminging on his work environment He may or may not sce it as a
useful tool to be used in providing more effective service He sees
It ds a change, a device that forces him to do something different
Change is always difficult and it should not be surprising when
there is resistance to it Also, of course, most external users
encounter computers in many of their day to-day activities and
therefore do not find d computerized employment service particu
lady different

Fifth we have learned that it is very easy to become over
whelmed by the computer in terms of its responsiveness to
programmed situations In short, the computer is a device that will
do precisely ,',/hat it is programmed to do, nothing more or
nothing hiss Without d complete understanding about what is
required in labor market adjustments, it has been relatively easy to
overreact to particular situations An cxarnole will show what can
happen

In the Utah system d series of tick ler notices are generated if
Lertain functions are not performed Suppose it is February and
you are looking for d carpenter's position Construction has
slowed down and there ,1 re fe,,, carpenter job openings Therefore
on the five day, rio server tickler, d notice is generated every five
days It is routed to the appropriate interviewer for review and
possible action The interviewer keeps getting this notice on the
same applicant repeaterily I hero may be several hundred
unemployed carpenters, hundreds of plumbers, masons, pipe
fitters, etc thousands of secretaries, and hundri ds of farm
worlcers At particular seasonal lulls, the notice generation system
floods the, interviewers until the intent of the system is destroyed
The- point is that the computer cannot sense the seasonal variation
and therefore respond; in the tistial manner

\o'r' I an in,nroviid understanding of the labor mark et it may
be possible, to program in seasonal variation However at present

f knowledge dues not permit d comprehensive restructuring ,`
the search strategy to accommodate these vdriations This is only
one example, of one tickler There are: c omparable devices in every
system that haw caused similar problems We now underst:rid
what thy problem is even though we don't have the total solution



This is a step in the right direction however and advances can be
expectai as our knowledge, base expands

Recommendations

In d previous discussion. this wr:ter set forth a of
recommendations relating to computerized placement. They were
the result of research extending over a three-and-one-half year
period that involved hundreds of administrators and staff at all
levels of the Employment Service. In light of the evidence avail
able at that time, the recommendations are not inappropriate
However, review of some data, further discussions
state level personnel, and the benefit of less pressured reflection
on what has transpired resulted in not a reversal of these recom
mendatians but a more tempered thrust. My first recommendation
in the above mentioned study was to immediately cease the expan
sion of the absolute number of systems and the individual system
size In light of the available evidence, this recommendation may
not be grossly out of line It is difficult to demonstrate that the
present course of action is the one that will ultimately lead to the
attainment of the Employment Service's long run goals Of and
when they are clearly defined). If we cannot show precisely how
system can be utilized in the attainment goals and objectives
and it is difficult to do when we don't L. ow what the goals and

objectives are), it is very difficult to justify vast expansion or for
that matter maintenance of the system

The first recommendation that seems justified in the context
of further invest,- itton is that the expansion of individual systems
should continue as set forth in the VIP plan but that no new
systems should he initiated. This appears to be a departure from
rational decision making because of the fundamental problem
pointed out earlier However, it must be realizeo uidt the expecta
tions of system staff would be frustrated if "development' or
further "advances" do not occur Also, while an adequate evalua
non technique does not exist anc' probably will not exist for many
years, it would be unfair to ..ate that developers know nothing
about ifevelopment and el,aluat:on Many lessons have been
learned and it seems reasonable that informed judgments abo,'

) '1( r Ar, InvestNalon of the Etori,m1( 1,tPd, t of Coruputer Assi%ted

T
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effective system size can be made Final y,, though it should not be
a factor f ,m a pure'y economic standpoint, the fact remains that

portiu,i (2 percent) of manpower training funds automatically
flows to matching effort each year. These funds could be
diverted to ,ome other program, but in all likelihood the effective
ness and efficiency of that program will be equally nebulous

What the first recommendation attempts to say is that from a
purely academic standpoint, the present expansion plan cannot be
justified However to be pragmatic about the whole matter, we
must realize that we tate of the art in virtually all manpower
activities is relatneek primitive. Evaluation techniques are not
adequately developed and objectives and goals are often poorly
defined Therefore, if we want the computerized concept to
remain viable we must of necessity relax our conditions of survival
drid permit something other than conceptual perfection This does
riot, of course, imply that we should reduce our efforts to develop
adequate evaluation techniques To the contrary, it may be a
sound long run strategy to increase substantially the time and
resources committed to evaluation The precise commitment is
diffi«ilt to identify in the aggregate but individual system adminis
trdtors should he able to determine what evaluation is belt, done

It compares to the total resource' commitment

s_fz,fund re«.,mmendation is derivative. from observations
arir rt -rid,' points throughout the Employment Service This

, h a vast cadre of skilled,, dedicated individuals that can
inn inute to tfq, formulation of concrete evaluation concepts and

te( les Much of this expertise lies dormant and will continue
to h, dsteo unless an explicit effort is made to involve, it There
for' It recommended that a series of symposia be convened at

,,Tab and rP21Orldi levels to serve as an input media for ideas on
cejitual and operational characteristics of computer assisted

ILIA( irTlf Ili it is vitally important that all levels of operational staff
Li represented in the meetings In fact, it may be suggested that

HI( Pt11,(1:) he comprised exclusively of non administrative
,trof m 01, oramori, the TIPthOd of decision making that has been

rl thu tar almost as sterile as what would be expected from
I , admirestrritive hersonnel There has apparently been little

it frrin, level oneratIons personnel that work with these
evr ry c1 These individuals do not have "the whole

f jf In ITII1(i hot they do know, what works and what does
ndifidnal% mak,, Oi break the rorstf.rn and it F.
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that they witted to nr-, lit their ,s
One of the C,11t1C(.11 ISSH, to 111,1111taM l'Iter'st I 0-',e ;11S

Tilly ,S Orlf mtH()(1 That okel,, to lit 11111hly S,11'('Ssful

Third, there appear, to he onsidetabli ()fusion or
misunderstanding about what the cyst( MS can do and what they
are supposed to do The mystic Of (.omputerkn'd operations has
lisappeared from those that work warn the system every (Lei and
understand whjt a computer is and what limitations st

Ho ,or, there are surprising number of individuals, primarily in
State admiii strati\ e positions, that visualize computerized
illoc (uru as a ponaced to all of their operational problems There

it is strongly recommended that the USTES Provide a
omplet(' statement on the current 'state of the art relating to
um pliter assisted placement systems This statement must include

a clear o,itliru of the current thinking ,11 the subject from the
f',deral level It must include on extended discussion of the
;au/l,'1'5 tni'w systems and th, realistic 'KpeCtdnOnS of
tliHr -Npdny(Ill natiooal T his position report
:,1111(1 f,e 1written 111 a Mai ter h1-111 it 11 1111101 111,1t ,:tH h` SUiicil)I"

Hfl'..,rn;)t'ori mi. a brood s( ale

mirth, rnur Ii of the' into I,i that (larnntly ex,cts and I',

to persist far into the future dprivativo 'roe- moral

[di' Irlfw manor) about.w'hat the systems are The la( k
IrOurH,atiori it to but yiu,ovvhal rriorP technical in nature
than the t a,formation needed in the pr,'LrffIrlq reCOM,Tierl
(lotion As brolly pointed out in the first recommendation, the
USTE` must make d concerted ef fort to devi lop an on_gpini
evaluation mechanism that wail provicit «.)rnpP'herly_piLtun, of
szstym operations. Fragments of information are circulating
,,ithin the USTES, extffr evaluators are analyzing specific

the operation, but there is tic) coordinated, ,ornpre
hr,r,iif'S that the effectiyehes,- of a ,,artir
,1 given point in time This informatir in is becoming

n Ingly important and a' thr funding ha-,r' of the F inoti 'ynne'r.t
10( i hollp", it \,%/111 be, OfTlf, mor, irnpor:arlt

!1Itc, r er r)(plition theft
'Jur." in this ,iii a i%)()r,' spec finally PC/SAP!,

" [ivorting (;vst('rn) atternotinr1 to
Hr, 1(1,,;,'11 ,,ii t.)rotF r the IF rn

'.r A ;r r,l)tting tpit prHitil;r,ar



Indications are that is not \A,orking eftectively This should not
he surptising In t ffect tv,.o systems that cirt, plagued by opera
tional problems have been velded together into d single system It
would be unreasonable to expect J smoothly operating syStPM
comprised o; tvvo imperfe,t systems Ho\Nevel, it is d start At this
point, it appears to be the cost accounting system that has the
most significant internal problems ESARS Is gradually becoming
more accurate dS a data system, but several constituent reports are
still causing problems

Therefore, it is recomitwittle 1 that development of the
POSARS continue \.tvith particular attention given to refinement if
the cost ,ir,countinq system Unless the cost accounting system can

standarcli/ed within orid bit,veen agencies and programs, its
credibility (till ternoin loy,' It is not suggested th,at the cost
accounting st,,stem be riorgincr,td The Touch', Russ Bailey and
Smart system developed in 1969 19/0 appears adequate
system, but it 1)r-off , doNn becouso of miptoper or ,Hdd:qpidti'
dqt11Cy usage Often progr,W,s (1!.1. (It'VP1Oped wild the odmirds
tromp InciCrlineri IS Orqdr11/t'd ',.vithout irmut from the cost
ac.totinting sec tioii of tilt agency This results Ill inappropriate
classification (if programs, personnel, fun ,t!ti sour(is, (fISI)111,0
tnittits, etc Only dfiPtr;0to t,ontt,t1 r YtwitIOW, of this typr

,R(11WItirlfi 0', ,1 °0S /) RS
be( ome fective

Conclusion

Ir dif t, ftf' url ofteric,,
tht,it Its influenced Iiy a larg, r !W)( rstctott fLit tctrs
,-",ttemtiting rstatirl , Hb, hard, is (11" PftPCtl,ii IN tl
Hir till (lty rertoin", )N' Old! Of the inttut and
output of Jolt Ii iiI dot,1 It ti own clirterston(le.tit of 11,1v\./ the
ildrIIIIHStrat(,-, and stof t .,1,% the rift I, ond its r"latiot- hip to

tit 1,11 if they see it as a threat to
ill, It alstr ;if e it tint oil, If the" vu,vi It w, ,1
( Ili ,L)i v,f)m, odrijion ticat r, it ...Ai( ;()t'° 4iit thry
Pr,tholtli it .fly i ti 'I, 14 the toilpr

,1 it it )t) 11,,f or

tUt 1/, It .' 1;.1,.'1: I.) , ti t()t', 1 h;

p()I'll ,if r, , ti 11 ;tt,! )II
t. t, iTI
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This overview of computerized placement has not attempted
to adequately account for all of the sublective factors impinging
on the systems Rather, it attempted to provide- understanding or
perspective for those interested in improving the Employment
Service operation via computerization It has, of necessity, been
rather general so as to have appeal to () wide' spectrum of readers

The can hi no question but that the Employment Service
of 1972 is vastly different from the Employment Service of 1968
5inidaly,, the attitudes toward and understanding of computerized
pl ICEment has takt a on a `tense of sophistication in the last couple,
of years No longer is it a mysterious device that can only be
manipulated by highly skilled technic:ans Many still see it as a
threat, but Huey they understand how it operate', It is not a threat
because of ignorance, it IS d threat because of understanding
understanding that the computer can perform certain functions
rnorii of ficHintly than an interviewer can Also, understanding that
they are no longer in Complete con;r01 c,f ever r thing that comes
ever their desk The computer monitors cone if their antis Ines
dnd does not permit them to u\.erlooK cc rt lie fun, pon,,

t 5 insist important in tnis ontet is that &len( y
Personnel set the system not is threat or o Fir( essari evil but as
tool that Cat' b0 utiliir,d in performing their hrictions Some
accent this attitude-. very quickly wbile others, nay never fully
apprer iatii the characteristics of their system Attitude change IS a
,10.^,, process, but in Illony respects the !no0 ItIlliOrtanI one Tech
eological advances provide the medium of improvement hut it Still
n,quires ptance Vi , inter nal and external users

the direr h(mtis of ( hange within tht, nplUy''is it
r)ervi( have been somewhat erratic in the lust f ;ears, hopefully
a period of relative stability has been achieved Sin il,rly, the
molor thrust of computeniution I nor to 1970 vva', uni lea Both
federal and state administrators had emotional if not empirii. ally
based ties to the two basic concepts Sonic of this emotionalism
still exists, but for the most part it has sirhsided The prirnar,,,
reason, of cour,e was Ow i.leveloprrient of the PIP that exphc
ti outlined the intendrqi direction of compmter assisted place

ment The plan itself iii, almost ciS mu( Ii political as opera
tional It says on the one hand that job hanks are doing to be the
basis of the national system and that further expansion of the foot



matching systems will not occur On the other hand, it says that
the "ultimate" goal is a network of matching systems Therefore,
there is something in it for everyone though some may lave to
wait a long time to realize their interests

It is strongly hoped that resource commitmen and interest
will not diminish in the area of computerized placement. There is
much to be gained by maintenance of this system, but these gains
are unlikely to be noticed in the short run. There are many
problems many of which seem virtually insoluble. However, when
the advances that have occurred in the last half decade are viewed
objectively, we must admit that we have come a long way. The
current lull in interest and activity hopefully will not persist.
There is much to be done and the resources exist to do it
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